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             Dorset Wildlife Trust offers 25% off Life Membership to celebrate biggest ever campaign

        

        

    
    
        To celebrate Dorset Wildlife Trust’s biggest ever campaign, Get Dorset Buzzing, the wildlife charity is offering 25% off life membership prices until the end of October.
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            Get Dorset Buzzing: DWT launches biggest ever campaign to help declining pollinators 

        

        

    
    
        On Wednesday 20th March, the first day of spring, Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) is launching its biggest ever campaign, Get Dorset Buzzing, sponsored by the Gardens Group and Wessex Water.  The…
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            Farming announcement today a welcome step in the right direction

        

        

    
    
        Today Defra has finally published more details on the Environmental Land Management schemes (ELM) that farmers have been clamoring for. Whilst many questions remain, The Wildlife Trusts, RSPB, and…
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            Garden warbler

        

        

    
    
        A plain-looking warbler, the garden warbler is a summer visitor to the UK. It is a shy bird and is most likely to be heard, rather than seen, in woodland and scrub habitats.
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            Lesser black-backed gull

        

        

    
    
        The lesser-black backed gull can be spotted around the coast in summer, with the biggest colony on Walney Island, Cumbria. Look for it over fields, landfill sites and reservoirs during winter.
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            Full marks for new school subject announced today

        

        

    
    
        The new natural history GCSE will tackle the biggest issue of our time – the loss of nature and our connection to it
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            Bottlenose dolphin

        

        

    
    
        Bottlenose dolphins in British waters are the biggest of their kind – they need to be able to cope with our chilly waters! They are very sociable and will happily swim alongside boats, providing…
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        Adopt a red squirrel - support Dorset's biggest wildlife conservation charity
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        The UK's biggest nature challenge with The Wildlife Trusts will be returning on 1 June 2022!
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        The UK's biggest nature challenge with The Wildlife Trusts will be returning on 1 June 2023!
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        One of our largest and most impressive solitary wasps, the bee wolf digs a nest in sandy spots and hunts honey bees.
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            Northern gannet

        

        

    
    
        Famed for its super-fast fishing dives into the sea, the northern gannet (or gannet) is a distinctive white bird with a yellow head and black wingtips. It nests in large, noisy, smelly colonies on…
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